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NCW Goes Virtual!
The students have been working to a
remote full timetable with their teachers; the
residential staff have been offering support
and running clubs and activities; and our
support staff have been keeping the cogs
turning from their homes. It has been a
tremendous effort.

We have found ourselves this term in
unprecedented times and have had to
challenge ourselves to try new things,
develop new ways of working and really
pull together as a community to get through
uncharted territory.

Whilst there have been inevitable downsides
to remote learning – the loss of face to
face teaching, missing our friends and
colleagues, and juggling with school life
alongside home life – there have also been
great news stories which we can share and
lots of positives that we can take forward
into the next academic year.

Land’s End to John
O’Groats Challenge
During week six of the
COVID-19 Lockdown
we launched an
ambitious plan – The
virtual #NCWChallenge
where we would
attempt to travel from
Land’s End to John O’Groats in one hour!
On Friday 1st May the whole school, their
families, friends and other NCW supporters
used their one hour of daily outdoor exercise
to contribute towards a virtual journey from
Land’s End to John O’Groats – a whopping
874 miles!
The idea was the brain child of Learning
Support Assistant Miss Mann, who thought
it would be a brilliant way to bring the whole
community together in challenging times of
isolation.
The response we had from students,
staff, parents, friends and the wider NCW
community was astonishing! The pledges
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and then the confirmation of miles achieved
came flooding in, along with photos, videos
and evidence from screen shots and online
distance-tracking apps.
Megan in the Activities department worked
out a virtual route that would take us from
Cornwall via Worcester of course, and all the
way up to the north of England and ultimately
to Scotland. She tried to tally the route with
the locations of our students’ home towns, so
we could give them a virtual shout out as we
passed!
Further Maths A Level student Jimmy was
in charge of tallying up all of the miles and
the response was overwhelming! By 7pm we
had smashed our target of 874 miles with the
emails, social media alerts and WhatsApp
messages still flooding in!
We absolutely smashed our target! At the last
count the total number of miles was 3,123!
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Goodbye and Good Luck!
It was an emotional farewell to our class
of 2020 leavers. Although we have been
unable to hold our traditional Leavers’
Dinner, we still held an emotional last Sixth

Form Assembly online, and have all had an
opportunity to say our goodbyes.
It was an unexpected end to your NCW careers

Celebration Day
It was a different sort of Celebration Day this
year too. Instead of gathering in the Chapel
for a concert and awards ceremony as in other
years, this year we gathered remotely and
students, their families and staff from all parts
of the College joined virtually for a celebration
of one of the strangest years of school NCW
has ever had!
The line-up for the afternoon included musical
items from ‘Joseph’, some Jazz courtesy of Sophia,
Tobias and Mr Halliday, a piano piece from Jimmy,
singing from Paige, guitar from Harrison and another
opportunity to listen to the fabulous collaboration of
‘Over The Rainbow’. Miss Ross paid tribute to the
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students’ hard work throughout the year and student
Paige talked about her year as Head Girl.
The list of awards for students was long and varied
with awards won by Anna, Khadijah, Rahel, Tobias,
Ryley, Mustafa, Tom L, Danni, Klara, Rico, Reef,
Millie, Amy, Andrew, Paige, Fizzy, Sophia, Harrison,
Jack, Thomas W, Charlotte, Martha, Emma, Alex,
Jimmy, Hannah L, Hannah B-C, Hasan and Kendal.
Controversially the Student Challenge Shield for
Cricket was awarded to the staff – even though it
hadn’t been possible to play the game! Miss Ross
said that the students couldn’t possibly win three
years in a row!

and we hope we made the best of it for you.
We wish everyone one of our leavers the very
best of luck and every success in the next
stage of their journeys. We hope to be able
to welcome everybody back to College for a
farewell event when it is safe so we can give

our leavers a proper NCW send off! So it is a
sad to say goodbye to Aaron, Abbie, Andrew,
Daisy, Fizzy, Harrison, Hannah, Harvey, Jimmy,
Kendal, Paige and Stuart. Good luck in your
new adventures!

Sunflower
Challenge
Key Stage 3 along with a handful of students from upper
school have entered a blooming marvellous Sunflower
challenge this term.
Spreading some positivity and an incentive to get out in to the
garden, Ms Emanuel, Head of ILS at NCW, launched the challenge
to begin in May and run through until the end of the summer
holidays – when hopefully the Sunflowers will be in full bloom!
Students taking part have all received their seeds in the post, and
have wasted no time at all in getting green fingered to plant them.
They will now be watching closely at home as they grow!
Of course there will be prizes at stake! Prizes will be awarded
for the tallest sunflower, the widest diameter of the stem, and
the widest diameter of the flower.
Miss Emanuel, Head of ILS, enthused: “As always, I aim
high and I’m going to hope mine beats the world record holder
Hans-Peter Schiffer in Germany, as verified on 28 August 2014.
His tallest sunflower measured 9.17m!”
The competition also offers different learning opportunities
focused around nurture and care. Students have been asked
to consider where to plant their sunflowers, what to feed them,
and some have already been busily researching to find out the
optimum growing conditions for the largest plant!
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Sports Day
Although we weren’t able to enjoy our usual Sports
Day on campus, Mrs Price wasn’t going to let that
stop us! Our virtual Sports Day involved all students
representing their own country. Imagining themselves
as international athletes, students were tasked to
choose their own speciality event.
The afternoon kicked off with an online whole school warm
up followed by an endurance event (such as walking, cycling
or running), a hill climb using the stairs and a 5-challenge
pentathlon comprising sit-ups, press-ups or plank, ski jumps
or tin can transfer, burpees and standing broad jumps or
round-the-body exercises!
Students then sent through their results and photographs of
their challenges.

Sharing Expertise
With mainstream schools
closed, it has been a
wonderful opportunity to be
able to share our teaching
expertise and knowledge of
VI education with teachers
and professionals working
in mainstream settings. Our
Outreach Programme went

online and had unprecedented
demand as professionals
across the UK joined free
sessions for training sessions
including VI technology,
Independent Living Skills,
Science and Maths. We are
planning to run more virtual
sessions in the autumn term.

Framed The Podcast

A number of staff have recorded themselves reading aloud
chapters of Carnegie-medal-winning children’s novel, Framed.
Written by Frank Cottrell Boyce, the hilarious story follows a
boy named Dylan and the crime-worthy shenanigans he gets
up to! The project was a collaboration between the Head
of English Mr Hinds and Mr Randall – our resident Access
Technology expert! The individual recordings have formed our
first ever podcast, with an episode uploaded every day at lunch
time for students to tune in to. You can listen via our website,
or any of the top podcast apps.
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All in the Club!

Alongside our virtual NCW school, we have been
offering support to young people with vision
impairment outside our community.
With all children out of school we have been aware that
many children would be missing out on their learning and
on social interaction. We have welcomed newcomers to
join in with lessons and those who are starting with us in
September have had a great head start – some have been
following our Year 7 timetable all term! Clubs on offer have
included a Colour, Craft & Chat Club, Decades of Pop!
Music Club, Tech Chat Club, and Make, Bake & Share Club.
We have also been running support sessions for parents
and professionals remotely, which have been incredibly
popular. We also added a new range of remote clubs for the
summer holidays including a Summer Lunch Club, Summer
Singalong and Holiday Huff ‘n’ Puff!

Somewhere Over
the Rainbow
Students and staff at NCW have come together
to sing and record ‘Over The Rainbow’ and
spread some good cheer during challenging
times!
The idea came from Mrs Christie, Head of Music,
who said:
“We have all been missing our collective music
making at NCW, so I thought it would be lovely
to have a music project that could bring our
whole school community together whilst we are
physically spread around the country.
‘Over The Rainbow’ seemed the perfect fit
with the rainbow being the symbol of hope and
thanks at the moment and also a symbol for
joining our NCW community closer. The response
from students and staff has been amazing with
everyone recording into their mobiles and sending
their recordings to me. The fabulous team of
peripatetic teachers recorded instrumental tracks
with students and staff providing the vocals.”
Mrs Christie then single-handedly edited
and mixed individual tracks to produce the
performance that we are now sharing. The video
was created using some of the recent colourful
and positive artwork from students and staff.
If you haven’t had the opportunity to listen, you
can find it on our website and YouTube Channel.
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Exam Results!
Congratulations to all our
students who have received
their A level and level 3 exam
results in August. Without
exception, the students have
done extremely well and we are
delighted their grades reflect
the commitment, hard work
and effort they put into their
studies over the last two years.
Particular congratulations to
Paige, who has achieved an A*
in Spanish, A* History and A in
English. She is going to Oxford
to study History. Jimmy gained

an A* in Maths, A* in Further
Maths and an A in Physics
and is going to Birmingham
to study Maths. Harrison has
achieved an A in French, B in
German and C in English and
is going to Swansea to study
languages. These grades are
exceptional and we wish all
of the students well in their
further study. All students have
gained the grades they need to
go onto University, College or
employment – very well done to
all of them and we wish them all

well in the next chapter of their
journey.
Very well done also to all of
our Year 11 students who
have worked so hard for the
past 2 years and have gained
some really excellent GCSE
results. All students have
gained at least 8 GCSEs at
grade 4 or above, which is truly
outstanding. Students have
also done very well in achieving
the highest grades (8 and 9)
in English, Music, German,
History, RE and Spanish.
Congratulations to Mustafa,
Tom, Tobias, Anna and Sophia.

News from the campus
Although there have been no students
on campus, we are lucky to be able to
keep in touch through the staff who are
living on site. Thank you to Jan, who has
been keeping students updated with
descriptive campus walk-arounds and
to Alan who has been photographing
the wildlife who have become very brave
now it’s so peaceful! The Premises team
have been making sure the building is
looked after and all the other staff living
on site have been keeping in touch
with students via video, audio and
email. They even completed their own
Lockdown Marathon Challenge running
the distance of a marathon by taking
turns to run around the perimeter of the
campus!
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